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This face, the highest wall in the Dolomites, occupies a dominant position
above the Val di San Lucano. Because of its size and complexity it has an
atmosphere more commonly found in the Western Alps, its problems being
as much of route finding as of technical difficulty. While the North-west wall
of the Civetta was pla~tered last August, Ron Lake and I drove south to inspect
the face, which we found to be in good condition, presumably because of its
relatively low altitude. After a careful examination we decided to return the
following evening prepared to make an attempt.

It is possible to drive up the valley to a hamlet immediately beneath the face,
with a few chalets and a bar. Here we joined a group of five Polish climbers led
by Richard Zawardski, a very accomplish'ed alpinist, who has not only a
number of first ascents in the Mont Blanc range to his credit but also took
part in the second ascent of the I orth face of the Grand Pilier d'Angle. This
team was involved in an unclimbed line to the left of the Andreoletti-Zanutti
Jori route of 1921 which we were hoping to do. We quickly made friends and it
was not long before they persuaded me to take two of them down to Belluno for
some extra gear, most of which turned out to be a large number of micro-pitons
and fifty expansion bolts!

Next morning the unpleasant approach was rendered a little more easy by the
presence of the Poles who had been on the face several times before. At seven
o'clock we were wishing them luck before setting off up the huge chimney
gully system which gives the general line of the climb. Having decided to
ignore the suspect description in the English guide-book (Selected Climbs in the
Dolomites, 1963, p. 95) we made our motto 'always take the easiest line.' The
chimney proved to be easy for several hundred feet, enabling us to climb
unroped, before a short excursion on to the loose right wall indicated that it was
time to tie on. We were soon back in the chimney but it was cold and dark, and
the smooth, water-worn rocks bore witness to the many torrents which had
passed that way: obviously a place to avoid in wet weather.

Eventually the sight of a peg to the left lured us out of the chimney: perhaps we
were on route. However, we were soon disillusioned when we found the pitch
to be a good VI and very time-consuming. Two more pitches led to a terrace
beneath the steepest section of the lower wall. I was worried about our slow
progress and as I climbed a steep crack, the only possible break, I realised that
we must be off route, my fears increasing with every foot slowly gained. We
certainly hadn't expected such difficulties on a route climbed so long ago and
besides, the rock hereabouts gave the impression of being virgin. I belayed
under a repulsively rotten crack which appeared to be the only way out, but
when Ron reached me he took one look at it and vanished round the corner to
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the left. His progress was slow and in my anxious state every minute seemed
like an hour. When at last my turn came I was faced with a blank wall decorated
by a few runners, the only indication of the line Ron had taken. This pitch was
the key to the lower section and led to a stance from which the whole of the
upper face could be seen. 'vYe surveyed the scene carefully, trying to pick out
the line: almost immediately my fears were swept away. A broad rib led easily
upwards for over 1000 ft before losing itself in an area of steep rock below the
summit overhangs. Moreover, the guide-book description fitted in with what
we could see.

ow it was possible to move together. As we gained height rapidly, the sound
of hammer on pegs and the occasional voice from over to the left showed that
our Polish friends were making progress. Much more relaxed now, I convinced
myself that we should be on top before dark. Ron, however, pointed out that
we still had a long way to go. The traverse line mentioned by the guide-book
led us back into the chimney for another pitch before we could climb out again
by a series of cracks, just as in the description. Thus reassured, we moved up
the 'very steep slabs, until the steepening wall forces one back into the main
chimney which narrows giving strenuous cracks and many overhangs'. We
looked at the dark, cold, slimy chimney, then at the 'steepening wall'
beautifully white and firm. There was no doubt at all, it was the wall for us.
This section proved to be the most technically demanding of the whole route,
but with the rock so good and natural protection often available we found the
climbing particularly satisfying. Steep walls and slabs, always of firm, white
dolomite, followed one after the other until a final pitch in the chimney took us
to a cave below the summit overhangs.

Unfortunately, a steady drizzle had started and the mist which accompanied
it was hiding the summit gully. The dripping roofs combined with the steadily
increasing gloom to produce an oppressive atmosphere. If we couldn't find the
way out soon we would be faced with a very wet bivouac. I heard a waterfall
to the left and headed hopefully towards it, wandering about blindly for a full
rope length before finding the gully, guarded by a loose, dripping wall.

By the time we had fought our way into it, the darkness was almost total. The
prospect of a bivouac in this icy cleft was even less inviting than below the wet
roofs. However, luck was with us, for just to the left was a dry comfortable
ledge, the ideal place.

Next morning dawned cold and grey, but after a steep icy crack and a short
snow patch we emerged on a sunlit summit. The valleys were enveloped in
mist, our eyes were drawn to the north where the South face of the Marmolata
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stood huge and impressive whilst further east the twin towers of the Civetta
range rose magnificently above a sea of cloud. Already we were thinking of our
next route ... the ascent of one climb leads naturally on to hopes for the next.

We spent a happy half hour browsing through the summit book. Although
several ascents of the North ridge were recorded, there was no mention of the
North face, and later we were informed that its ascents numbered less than a
dozen. Amazed at the neglect of such a fine route, we headed south to the
beautiful green meadows above Frassene.

SUMMARy-Pala Dolomites, Monte Agner orth face by Andreoletti-Zanutti
Jori route. First British ascent, 31 July 1968. R. J. Lake, M. G. Mortimer.
The new English guide-book Dolomites (1969), has a revised description.

22 Nevado Ral1ropalca, 6162 1Il; from Nevado
Ishinca. Climbed on 28 June by the South-east
face of the 1 orth-east ridge, from camp inclicated
(c. 5190 m). This and following photos: WaIter
Amstutz
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